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Collisionless tangential discontinuity between pair plasma and
electron-proton plasma

M. E. Dieckmann1

Department of Science and Technology (ITN), Linköping University, 60174 Norrköping,
Sweden
(Dated: 9 March 2020)

We study with a one-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation the expansion of a pair cloud into a magne-
tized electron-proton plasma as well as the formation and subsequent propagation of a tangential discontinuity
that separates both plasmas. Its propagation speed takes the value that balances the magnetic pressure of
the discontinuity against the thermal pressure of the pair cloud and the ram pressure of the protons. Protons
are accelerated by the discontinuity to a speed that exceeds the fast magnetosonic speed by the factor 10.
A supercritical fast magnetosonic shock forms at the front of this beam. An increasing proton temperature
downstream of the shock and ahead of the discontinuity leaves the latter intact. We create the discontinuity
by injecting a pair cloud at a simulation boundary into a uniform electron-proton plasma, which is permeated
by a perpendicular magnetic field. Collisionless tangential discontinuities in the relativistic pair jets of X-ray
binaries (microquasars) are in permanent contact with the relativistic leptons of its inner cocoon and they
become sources of radio synchrotron emissions.

Filamentation instabilities between colliding unmag-
netized or magnetized pair clouds1–6 and between ini-
tially unmagnetized counterstreaming clouds of electrons
and ions7,8 have been studied widely with particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations. These simulations showed that a fila-
mentation instability rapidly thermalizes the interpene-
trating plasma clouds. Strong electromagnetic fields exist
only in a layer that is close to the boundary that separates
the inflowing upstream plasma from the thermalized one;
this layer corresponds to a shock if the collision speed is
high enough. See9 for a review of such shocks.

Mechanisms, that can enforce the separation of a fast
plasma flow from an ambient plasma at rest rather than
their thermalization, are interesting in the context of rel-
ativistic astrophysical jets10,11. Their plasma is dilute,
which implies that binary (Coulomb) collisions between
particles are rare on the time scales of interest. We call a
plasma collisionless if its dynamics is determined by the
electromagnetic fields generated by the collective of the
particles rather than by binary collisions.

Black hole X-ray binaries can emit such jets, in which
case they are called microquasars12. Material from the
companion star is attracted by the black hole and forced
onto an accretion disk. Instabilities transform some of
the inner disk’s kinetic and magnetic energies into ther-
mal energy heating up the disk’s corona to MeV tempera-
tures. Large clouds of electrons and positrons form (See13

for a review and14 for an observation of pair annihilation
lines). If we assume that the temperature of this pair
cloud is relativistic at its source then its initial expansion
speed should be at least mildly relativistic. Open mag-
netic field lines that start at the inner disk allow the pair
cloud to escape from the black hole’s vicinity. It flows
through an ambient plasma, which is initially that of the
corona followed by the stellar wind of the black hole’s
companion star15 and finally the interstellar medium16.
If the pair outflow does not interact with the ambient
plasma on its way losing its kinetic energy to the slow-
moving ions then it can maintain its initial speed.

Instabilities between pair plasma and electron-ion
plasma can separate both. An electron-proton plasma,
which was initially spatially uniform, unmagnetized and
at rest, separated itself from a relativistically moving spa-
tially localized pair cloud in the simulation in Ref.17. A
filamentation instability between the particles of the pair
cloud and the electrons at rest was the mechanism that
drove the separation of the positive charges18,19. This in-
stability resulted in a magnetic field structure that moved
relative to the protons20. Protons were accelerated by the
associated convective electric field.

A spatially uniform magnetic field was aligned in Ref.21

with the propagation direction of a pair cloud with a
limited lateral extent. This pair cloud was injected at a
simulation boundary and interacted with a spatially uni-
form electron-proton plasma. Electromagnetic pistons
emerged at the two outer boundaries of the pair cloud
in the direction perpendicular to the cloud’s propagation
direction. Both pistons separated the positrons from the
protons acting like the diagonal contact discontinuities
in the sketch of a hydrodynamic jet model10,11,15,16 in
Fig. 1. No piston formed at the jet’s head, which was
mediated by a Weibel-type instability.

Once both pistons were fully developed, the pair
plasma became the equivalent of the jet material in Fig. 1
and the electron-proton plasma the ambient one. The in-
ner cocoon consisted of the pair plasma that was slowed
down by its interaction with the piston. The high ther-
mal pressure of the inner cocoon pushed the piston out-
wards creating an outer cocoon of accelerated ambient
material. The costly 2D PIC simulation could, however,
not be advanced to the time when internal and external
shocks would form.

Here we demonstrate that we can study the formation
of pistons in a one-dimensional model, which allows us
to extend the simulation time way beyond that in Ref.21.
Our simulation box covers the inner cocoon, the discon-
tinuity and the outer cocoon as indicated by the line in
Fig. 1. A pair cloud is injected into an ambient electron-
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FIG. 1. A hydrodynamic collimated jet: The contact discon-
tinuity (CD) separates the outer cocoon (OC) from the inner
cocoon (IC). The OC contains ambient material that crossed
the external shock (ES). Jets are collimated by the resistance
the ambient material provides to the expansion of the ES.
The CD deflects the ambient material that crossed the ES
at the jet’s head into the OC. Jet material, which has been
shocked by its passage through the internal shock (IS), forms
the IC. Its thermal pressure pushes the CD outwards. Our
simulation box (SB) will be located close to the CD.

proton plasma at the boundary of the simulation box. It
expands orthogonally to a magnetic field, which is spa-
tially uniform at the simulation’s start. We find elec-
tromagnetic pistons, which are tangential discontinuities
in the case we consider, that grow on a time scale that
is comparable to the inverse proton plasma frequency.
They remain stable throughout the simulation time and
separate the pair plasma from the electron-proton plasma
as in Ref.21. A supercritical fast magnetosonic shock
forms at the front of the accelerated ambient protons af-
ter one inverse proton gyrofrequency. It corresponds to
the external shock in Fig. 1. Its downstream region will
become the outer cocoon once its protons have fully ther-
malized. The simulation shows that the piston remains
stable while the protons ahead of it heat up.

Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 lists our
initial conditions. Section 3 presents our results. Section
4 summarizes them and lists some of their astrophysical
implications.

I. INITIAL AND SIMULATION CONDITIONS

We use the EPOCH code. It solves Ampère’s law and
Faraday’s law on a numerical grid and approximates the
plasma by an ensemble of computational particles (CPs).
The particle currents are interpolated to the grid updat-
ing the electromagnetic fields. The latter are interpolated
back to the CPs updating their velocity via the relativis-
tic Lorentz force equation. Gauss’ law and the magnetic
divergence law are satisfied to round-off precision. The
numerical scheme is discussed in detail in Ref.22.

We consider here the spatial interval close to the con-
tact discontinuity in Fig. 1, which becomes the elec-
tromagnetic piston in a collision-less plasma. Figure 2

FIG. 2. Interval close to the electromagnetic piston, which
is the central horizontal black line that coincides here with
the y-axis and separates the ambient plasma from the jet
plasma. Inflowing pairs are reflected by the upward moving
piston and lose momentum and energy to it in the rest frame
of the ambient plasma. Protons, which are reflected by the
piston, propagate upwards into the ambient plasma. We align
our simulation box with the vertical x-axis. A magnetic field
permeates the ambient plasma and is aligned with the y-axis.

provides a close-up of this interval. Our simulation must
contain a magnetized ambient plasma at rest, which con-
sists of electrons and protons, and a pair plasma that
streams towards it. We assume that the pair plasma
flows along the piston normal and perpendicular to the
magnetic field of the ambient plasma.

We use periodic boundary conditions and fill the box
with a spatially uniform ambient plasma, which consists
of electrons with the mass me and the number density
n0. Protons with the same number density and the mass
mp = 1836me compensate the electron charge. Both
species are initially at rest and have the temperature T0

= 2 keV. The electron thermal pressure is P0 = n0kBT0

(kB : Boltzmann constant).
If the plasma is collisionless, the value of n0 affects

only the spatio-temporal scales over which the plasma
processes develop but not their qualitative properties.
Time is thus normalized to the electron plasma frequency
ωpe = (e2n0/meϵ0)

1/2 (e, ϵ0, µ0: elementary charge, vac-
uum permittivity and permeability) and space to the
electron skin depth λe = c/ωpe (c: speed of light). We
normalize the electric field E to mecωpe/e, the mag-
netic field to B to meωpe/e and the current density J to
en0c. We state the normalization of velocities v and mo-
menta p explicitely in the text and figures. A magnetic
field B0 = (0, B0, 0) with the electron gyro-frequency
ωce ≈ 0.09 (ωce = eB0/meωpe) permeates the plasma
at the simulation’s start t = 0. Its normalized magnetic
pressure is Pb = B2

0/2µ0P0 = 1.
Electrons and positrons are injected at the boundary

x = 0 with the number densities ne = np = n0. Their ve-
locities are initialized with a nonrelativistic Maxwellian
velocity distribution with a zero mean speed and temper-
ature Tcloud = 100 keV and added relativistically to the
mean speed vcloud = (0.6c, 0, 0) of the pair cloud. The
nonrelativistic thermal speed vth,c = (kBTcloud/me)

1/2 of
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the pair cloud is 0.44c or vth,c/|vcloud| = 0.74. A nonrel-
ativistic Maxwellian with the temperature 100 keV does
not constitute an equilibrium distribution. However, its
difference from a relativistic one is small and the distri-
bution will rapidly change in response to particle interac-
tions with the piston and because faster pairs at the front
of the pair cloud outrun the slower ones, which deforms
the distribution function. Initially, most electrons and
positrons move in the direction of increasing x. A small
fraction of pairs has a negative speed in the box frame.
They cross the boundary and move to negative x.

Electrostatic instabilities between inflowing and re-
flected pairs (See Fig. 2) are suppressed by vth,c ≈
|vcloud|. Weibel-type or Alfvénic instabilities23 cannot
develop in an unmagnetized pair plasma if it is hotter
along the simulation direction than perpendicular to it.
Excluding instabilities implies that the inflowing and re-
flected pairs hardly interact. The total pressure, which
is the sum of the thermal and ram pressures, excerted
by the pair cloud on the piston thus remains constant.
Absent instabilities also imply that the reflected pairs
eventually cross the boundary and form a second piston
at negative x. The energy the reflected pairs lost to the
first piston implies that their pressure is reduced com-
pared to that of the inflowing pairs; we can study the
formation and evolution of pistons for two different total
pressures of the pair clouds.

Our aim is not to replicate the momentum distribu-
tion of the pair cloud in Ref.21, which also had a small
velocity component of the pair cloud along the magnetic
field. We want to study properties of the piston in a sim-
plified and inexpensive setup. The pressure and particle
momentum spread of the pair cloud and the thermal and
magnetic pressures of the ambient plasma are neverthe-
less comparable to those behind the piston in Ref.21.

We resolve the spatial domain −150 ≤ x ≤ 150 by 3000
grid cells and resolve the simulation time tsim1 = 2200
by 35400 time steps. Protons and ambient electrons are
represented by 5000 CPs per cell. We inject 5000 com-
putational electrons and 5000 computational positrons
at every time step. We refer to these injected particles
as the cloud particles and distinguish at times between
cloud electrons and ambient electrons.

II. SIMULATION DATA

A. Early time evolution

Figure 3 displays the relevant plasma- and field quan-
tities during the times 0 ≤ t ≤ tsim1. We have ex-
ploited the periodicity of the simulation box and shifted
the boundary into the center of the figures. Figure 3(a, b)
show how the electrons and positrons of the cloud are in-
jected at x = 0 and move to increasing x. Cloud particles
are reflected by the magnetic field; the relativistic gyro-
radius of an electron with the speed (|vcloud|+vth,c)/(1+
|vcloud|vth,cc−2) ≈ 0.82c is ≈ 16.5, which is comparable
to the distance over which the positrons in Fig. 3(b) are

slowed down. Cloud particles cross the injection bound-
ary after t ≈ 200 and flow to x < 0. A pair cloud forms
that is centred around x = 0 and has a higher thermal
pressure for x > 0. Positron densities up to 8 are ob-
served. Such densities are comparable to those found
in the inner cocoon of the jet in Ref.21 even though the
cloud we inject here has a lower density.

The protons react to the increasing thermal pressure
of the cloud close to x ≈ 0 in Fig. 3(c). Protons are
swiped out from intervals centred around |x| ≈ 40 at
t ≈ 500 and accumulate at |x| ≈ 50. Their peak density
increases to about 8 at t = 800 and x ≈ 50 and at t = 900
at x ≈ −50. Broadening outward-moving proton density
pulses can be seen at later times. The proton density
pulses are trailed by magnetic structures in Fig. 3(d)
with amplitudes By ≈ 10B0. They have an electrostatic
component as can be seen from Fig. 3(e). We show below
that this electrostatic field is a consequence of having
carriers of positive charge with different masses. The
magnetic structure to the right in Fig. 3(d) travels at the
speed 0.033c. A proton, which moves with such a speed
relative to a magnetic field of amplitude 10B0, has a gyro-
radius of about 70 spatial units. This gyro-radius exceeds
by far the width of the magnetic structure. Protons must
thus be accelerated by the electric Ex component in Fig.
3(e). We confirm this below. Figure 3(f) reveals out-of-
plane currents Jz of significant strength at the location
of the moving magnetic field structure.

We analyse now the effects the magnetic structure has
on the plasma and examine the mechanism that generates
the current Jz, which is connected to changes in Ex and
By. We turn for this purpose to the phase space density
distributions of the plasma species, where those of the
ambient and cloud electrons are summed up.

Figure 4 shows the phase space density of the electrons
fe(x, px) and positrons fp(x, px) and that of the protons
fi(x, vx). The plasma evolution for all 0 ≤ t ≤ tsim1 is
shown by Fig. 4 (multimedia view). Proton velocities
are normalized to the fast magnetosonic speed vfms =

(c2s + v2A)
1/2 ≈ 6× 10−3c where vA = B0/(µ0n0mp)

1/2 is
the Alfvén speed and cs = ((kBT0(γe + γi))/mp)

1/2 the
ion acoustic speed with γe = 5/3 and γi = 3.

Figure 4(a) reveals a spatially almost uniform distribu-
tion in the intervals 0 ≤ x ≤ 80 and −70 ≤ x ≤ 0. The
electron distribution cools down at the outer boundaries
of these intervals and goes over into the distribution of
ambient electrons with |x| > 100. Positrons are heated
up at x ≈ 90 and x ≈ −80 in Fig. 4(b) and they extend
to larger values of |x| than the hot electrons. Isocon-
tours of the lepton distributions have an almost constant
momentum for px < −mec while there is a jump of the
distribution at x = 0 and px ≈ 2mec; cloud particles
have lost x-momentum after they were reflected by the
boundary at x > 0 followed by the one at x < 0. The
momentum loss is caused by the reflection of particles by
an obstacle that moves in the same direction.

Figure 4(c) demonstrates that this momentum was
transferred to the protons. Protons were not acceler-
ated in the interval |x| < 30 because the magnetic struc-
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FIG. 3. Plasma evolution: Densities of the electrons (ambient plus cloud electrons), positrons and protons are shown in panels
(a-c), respectively. Panel (d) displays the magnetic By-component. The overplotted white line marks the speed 0.033c. Panel
(e) shows the electric field component Ex while the current component Jz is shown in panel (f). We do not show the weak
convective electric field Ez and the thermal fluctuations of Jx. All other field and current components remain at noise levels.

FIG. 4. Phase space density distributions of the electrons (a)
and positrons (b) in the x, px-plane and that of the protons
in the x, vx-plane (c) are shown at the time tsim1. All dis-
tributions are normalized to the peak density of the electron
and proton distributions at the time t = 0. The color scale is
10-logarithmic. Multimedia view:

ture in Fig. 3(d) developed outside of this interval and
propagated away from it after that. Once the magnetic
structure formed, it accelerated the protons at the front
of the pair cloud at x > 0 to about 11vfms as shown
by Fig. 4 (multimedia view). Its speed is 0.033c if it
reflected protons specularly, which matches that of the
magnetic structure in Fig. 3(d). Protons in the interval
x < 0 are accelerated to a lower energy, which implies
that the thermal pressure of the cloud is lower at this
location. The pressure drop is caused by the aforemen-
tioned momentum loss of cloud particles when they were

reflected by the magnetic structure in the interval x > 0.
This momentum loss implies that the phase space densi-
ties close to the front of the electron and positron clouds
cannot be symmetric about the axis px = 0. Indeed, the
cloud fronts must have a nonzero mean speed in order to
propagate. Electromagnetic structures form for two val-
ues of the pressure that is imposed by the pair cloud on
the protons. Their formation mechanism is thus robust.

Figure 5 shows the projections onto the x, pz plane
of the phase space density distributions of the electrons
fe(x, pz) and positrons fp(x, pz) at the time tsim1. Figure
5 (multimedia view) animates the data for 0 ≤ t ≤ tsim1.
Both distributions show pronounced features close to
the location of each magnetic structure. An energetic
positron component extends to pz ≈ 4mec at x ≈ 100
and to pz ≈ −3mec at x ≈ −90. The electron distribu-
tion does not match that of the positrons; we expect a
spatially varying current distribution along z.

Figure 6(a) compares the density distributions of all
plasma species close to the front of the magnetic struc-
ture. We select the one that is located in the domain
x > 0 and we examine it at the time tsim1. We find
almost exclusively cloud particles for x < 83 in Fig.
6(a). The positrons maintain their number density up to
x ≈ 85.5 while the cloud electrons are gradually replaced
by ambient electrons. The density of the ambient elec-
trons and protons increases for x > 85.5 and both reach
their peak value at x = 86.3. About half of the posi-
tive charge density at this position is contributed by the
positrons and their number density decreases to about 0
at x = 91.

Figure 6(b) shows By, Ex and Jz in the same inter-
val. A small oscillation of Jz is observed in the interval
82 ≤ x ≤ 84.5 and a larger one for 84.5 ≤ x ≤ 87.
We can relate both oscillations to the distributions in
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FIG. 5. Phase space density distributions of the electrons
(a) and positrons (b) in the x, pz-plane at the time tsim1.
Both distributions are normalized to the peak density of the
electrons at the time t = 0. The color scale is 10-logarithmic.
Multimedia view:

Figs. 6(c, d). A rising Jz at 82 ≤ x ≤ 83.5 is tied to an
increasing positive momentum of the positrons, which
are accelerated by Ex and deflected by By into the z-
direction. The net current decreases for 83.5 ≤ x ≤ 84.5
due to a positive net momentum of the ambient electrons
along z. These electrons have a small thermal gyro-radius
of about 0.7 if their temperature is T0 and if they rotate
in a field of strength B0. They undergo an E × B-drift
in the slowly changing By and Ex-fields. The protons
cannot undergo such a drift during the short time they
interact with the magnetic structure and hence they can-
not balance the current of the ambient electrons.

The large oscillation of Jz for 84.5 ≤ x ≤ 87 is caused
by the superposition of the currents arising from the spa-
tially varying distributions of the ambient electrons and
the positrons. The minimum of Jz coincides with an ac-
cumulation of drifting ambient electrons (See Fig. 6(a))
while the positive peak at x ≈ 85.6 is tied to compa-
rable numbers of ambient electrons and positrons (See
Fig. 6(a)) and a larger drift speed of the positrons in
Fig. 6(c). Variations in the net current Jz are responsi-
ble for the strongest changes of By via Ampère’s law.

It is not evident for now what drives the field Ex > 0.
We notice though that the electric field is monotonically
rising for 82 < x < 86 where Jz ≥ 0 while it is decreasing
in 86 < x < 91 where Jz < 0. The spatial correlation of
Jz, Ex, By, which we already noticed in Fig. 3, implies
that this structure is not exclusively magnetic; we refer to
it as electromagnetic piston to emphasize its resemblance
to that in Ref.21.

We gain insight into the mechanism that generates Ex

and ties it to Jz by looking at the momentum equation
of ideal magnetohydrodynamics in the comoving (La-

FIG. 6. Plasma state at the time t = tsim1: Panel (a) shows
the densities of the cloud electrons (ce, black), of the positrons
(cp, red), of the ambient electrons (ae, blue) and of the pro-
tons (ap, green). Panel (b) plots By (red), Ex (blue) and Jz

(black). Panel (c) depicts the phase space density distribu-
tion fp(x, pz) of the positrons and (d) that of the electrons
fe(x, pz) (ambient and cloud electrons). Both phase space
densities are normalized to the same value and use a linear
color scale.

grangian) frame

ρ
dv

dt
= J×B−∇pth =

(B · ∇)B

µ0
−∇

(
B2

2µ0

)
−∇pth, (1)

where ρ,v, pth are the mass density, the velocity in the
comoving frame and the thermal pressure of the mag-
netofluid. It becomes in our 1D geometry

ρ
dvx
dt

= − d

dx

B2

2µ0
− d

dx
pth. (2)

If the pair cloud would expand into a vacuum that is
permeated by By(x) ̸= 0 then the mass density would
be the sum of the mass densities of both species. No
electrostatic forces would develop if both had identical
distributions. The evolution of the cloud at any point x
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FIG. 7. Density of the ambient electrons (a) and magnetic
pressure Pb (b) in a window that moves with the speed vw =
0.033c to increasing x. The width of the window along x∗ =
x0+x−vwt (x0 : offset along x-axis) is set such that it tracks
the electromagnetic piston that moves to increasing x. The
red curves track the maximum of the electron density in (a).

would depend on how the cloud’s thermal pressure gra-
dient compares to that of the magnetic pressure.

Figure 4 shows that the electrons and positrons consti-
tute a single hot fluid that works against the gradient of
B2

y/2µ0 in Fig. 6. According to Eqn. 1 the pressure gra-
dient force ∝ −ByJz points to the left and against the
expanding pair cloud. However, the thermal pressure
of the pair cloud exceeds the magnetic pressure, which
keeps the piston moving at the speed 0.033c. The cur-
rent Jz, which is generated in the plasma, changes By via
Ampère’s law through which the electromagnetic piston
moves forward. Interactions between the pair cloud and
the magnetic field can thus be approximated well by the
ideal MHD equations.

The piston accelerates a plasma that contains protons.
It can only be this interaction that lets the ideal MHD
equations break down, which yields the electrostatic field
Ex > 0. Figure 4(a) suggests that the ambient electrons
mix with the cloud electrons. This is however not the
case according to Fig. 6(d) where the ambient electrons
remain separated in phase space from the cloud electrons.
They are pushed to increasing x by the expanding cloud
electrons via the magnetic pressure gradient force. Since
the magnetic pressure gradient force points now to in-
creasing x we expect that the direction of Jz flips, which
is corroborated by Fig. 6(b).

Figures 6(a, b) reveal that the position x = 86.3, where
the density of the ambient electrons reaches its maxi-
mum, is located in the interval where the magnetic pres-
sure By/2µ0 decreases fastest. Figure 7 shows that this
is true for all times 640 ≤ t ≤ tsim1. The current, which
is associated with this motion of the ambient electrons,
generates the observed electrostatic field Ex > 0. This
electric field drags positive charges with the electrons
in order to maintain the quasi-neutrality of the plasma.

FIG. 8. Particle momentum distributions along px (black
curves), py (blue curves) and pz (red curves) for electrons (a)
and positrons (b). The distributions were sampled at tsim1,
they have been integrated over 50 ≤ x ≤ 82 and normalized
to the peak value in (b). The distributions n(py) and n(pz)
in (b) follow each other closely and hence we omitted plotting
the blue curve. This distribution can be approximated well by
a nonrelativistic Maxwellian with the temperature 100 keV.

Positrons in Fig. 4(b) and protons in Fig. 4(c) accelerate
along x. Structures in the electron phase space density
distributions in Fig. 4(a) (multimedia view) and Fig.
5(a) (multimedia view) ahead of the magnetic structure
reveal that the ambient electrons are heated up while
they accelerate the protons and positrons.

The pair cloud is being kept separate from the ambient
electrons and protons by the electromagnetic piston. A
decreasing thermal pressure of the pair cloud coincides
with an increasing pressure of the perpendicular mag-
netic field of the piston. Such a correlation has also been
observed at the collisionless tangential discontinuity be-
tween a thermal pressure-driven blast shell of electrons
and ions and a second magnetized electron-ion plasma
that was initially at rest24. We conclude that the elec-
tromagnetic piston becomes a tangential discontinuity in
the one-dimensional geometry we consider here.

We test if this tangential discontinuity, which confines
the pair cloud in the present simulation, is also balancing
the thermal pressure of the pair cloud against the sum of
the magnetic pressure and the ram pressure of the pro-
tons. An estimate of the cloud temperature is needed
in order to calculate its thermal pressure. We select the
simulation data at the time tsim1 and project the phase
space density distributions of the electrons and positrons
onto x and onto the three momentum directions px, py
and pz, respectively. The projected distributions are in-
tegrated over 50 ≤ x ≤ 82 and shown in Fig. 8.

Our pair cloud has a mildly relativistic temperature
and a non-relativistic Maxwellian distribution would not
constitute an equilibrium distribution. However, a fit
with a Maxwellian distribution can still provide a good
estimate for the cloud temperature because most parti-
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cles have only mildly relativistic speeds.
The momentum distributions of the electrons along py:

ne(py) and along pz: ne(pz) in Fig. 8(a) and those of
the positrons np(py) and np(pz) in Fig. 8(b) are fol-
lowed closely by a nonrelativistic Maxwellian distribu-
tion with the temperature 100 keV. This is basically the
temperature the particles had when they were injected.
We do not show this Maxwellian distribution because it
matches np(pz) to within its curve thickness. A devia-
tion of ne(py) from an equilibrium distribution is found at
small momenta |py|. The distributions ne(px) and np(px)
show beams with the mean momentum |px| ≈ 0.75mec in
a thermal background, the reason being the continuous
injection of new cloud particles. These beams are more
pronounced in the positron distribution than in the elec-
tron one and the energy density of the positrons is some-
what larger. Slightly different momentum distributions
are not surprising because we still find some protons in
the interval between the tangential discontinuities, which
breaks the symmetry between the cloud electrons and
positrons. Positrons close to the tangential discontinu-
ity are also faster than the cloud electrons, which implies
that the relative energy loss to the moving tangential
discontinuity will be different for both species.

The cloud density is ≈ 13 at x = 82 in Fig. 6(a).
We obtain from this density and from the temperature
100 keV a thermal pressure Pth of the cloud that ex-
ceeds P0 by the factor ≈ 650. Figure 7(b) shows that the
magnetic pressure Pb rises to about 150P0 at the tangen-
tial discontinuity. The tangential discontinuity moves
at a speed vt ≈ 0.033c, which yields a ram pressure
Pram = mpn0v

2
t ≈ 500P0 that is excerted by the pro-

tons on the tangential discontinuity. A pressure balance
Pth = Pb +Pram explains why the tangential discontinu-
ity moves at an almost constant speed in Fig. 7.

What remains to be shown is that the electric field is
strong enough to reflect the ambient protons. We ne-
glect the changing magnetic field, which is too weak to
affect the protons, and compute the electrostatic poten-
tial Epot(x0) = −

∫ x0

x=0
Ex(x) dx for all times; the ref-

erence potential is that at x = 0. We normalize it as
ϕ(x0) = 2eEpot(x0)/(mpv

2
fms) and drop the subscript of

x0. Figure 9(a) shows ϕ(x, t).
Prior to the growth of the piston’s electric field (See

also Fig. 3(e)) the potential is constant in space. A
potential difference develops first in the interval x > 0
because we inject the pair cloud into this box half. The
returning pairs cross the boundary and a potential jump
grows also for x < 0. The value of ϕ(x) is negative out-
side the interval occupied by the pair cloud and hence
the potential accelerates protons away from x = 0. The
potential jump is largest at t ≈ 400 and x > 45 and at
t ≈ 600 and x < −50; it overshoots its equilibrium value
before the piston stabilizes.

Figure 9(b) shows ϕ(x) at t = tsim1. The potential
jump at x > 0 is larger and has propagated farther than
its counterpart at x < 0. We have attributed this to the
larger total pressure of the pair cloud for x > 0. The
potential jump at x ≈ 100 is about 50, which is large

FIG. 9. The normalized electric field potential ϕ(x). Panel
(a) shows it for all times. Panel (b) plots ϕ(x) at the time
t = tsim1.

enough to reflect a proton moving at the speed 7vfms

relative to the piston. The potential jump at x ≈ −90
equals 40 and can reflect protons that move at the relative
speed 6.3vfms. The electric field can thus account for the
reflection of the protons in Fig. 4(c).

It appears unphysical at first glance that the potential
jumps at x = −90 and x = 100 are unequal in a simu-
lation box with periodic boundaries. However, differing
potential jumps are needed because of the unequal prop-
agation speeds of both pistons. The finite propagation
speed of both pistons implies that as long as the pistons
have not reached the second boundary at x = 150 its
boundary conditions do not matter for Ex(x, t).

B. Late times

Figure 3 has demonstrated that the piston is a sta-
ble structure on time scales of a few 103ω−1

pe . Protons,
which were accelerated by the piston, are initially too fast
to interact with the ambient plasma. They will eventu-
ally be slowed down by the magnetic field of the ambi-
ent plasma with the normalized proton gyro-frequency
ωci = eB0/mpωpe ≈ 4.8 × 10−5. If we want to observe
how they interact with the ambient protons, we must ex-
tend our simulation time and the box size by more than
one order of magnitude. We reduce the number of parti-
cles per cell to keep the simulation time reasonable and
to test if the piston is stable in a plasma with a lower
statistical resolution. Our simulation box resolves the
interval −9400 ≤ x ≤ 9400 by 187500 grid cells with the
same size as in the previous simulation. Ambient elec-
trons and protons are represented by 200 particles per cell
each. We inject at x = 0 and at each time step 200 com-
putational particles that represent the cloud positrons
and electrons, respectively. All other plasma parameters
are kept unchanged. We advance the simulation until
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tsim2 = 2π/ωci, which is resolved by 2× 106 time steps.

Figures 10(a, d) show that ambient protons are con-
fined by the piston at x ≈ 1100. Only a few protons are
observed to the left of this piston. Accelerated protons
are found up to x ≈ 1550. A dense accelerating beam of
protons is observed at x ≈ 1350. It is oriented vertically
at this position and at the speed 6vfms, which evidences
a magnetosonic shock. The magnetic pressure is larger
behind the shock than ahead of it (not shown). It is
thus mediated by the fast magnetosonic mode. Its high
speed implies that it is supercritical. The presence of
beams in the proton phase space densities fi(x, vx) and
fi(x, vz) behind the shock demonstrates that the down-
stream protons have not yet thermalized. Protons behind
the shock at x ≈ 2700 in Figs. 10(b, e) have spread over a
wider phase space interval. In spite of their large thermal
spread, practically all protons are confined by the piston
at x ≈ 2100. The piston has propagated until x ≈ 4200
in Figs. 10(c, f) and it confines the downstream region
of the shock that is now located at x ≈ 5600. Down-
stream protons cover a wide velocity interval and hardly
any density accumulation is left. The piston propagates
at a speed ≈ 5.4vfms to increasing x at this time.

Figure 11 presents the plasma state close to the pis-
ton at the time t = tsim2. The interval up to x ≈ 4058
is occupied almost exclusively by cloud particles. Elec-
tron and positron densities are about 9. Cloud elec-
trons are gradually replaced by ambient electrons for
4058 ≤ x ≤ 4063 and the proton density starts to in-
crease for x > 4065. The density of the cloud positrons
goes to zero at x = 4070, which marks the front of the
piston. Densities values ≈ 2 of the ambient plasma ahead
of the piston demonstrate that it has not yet thermalized.
Density values well above 2 are expected for the down-
stream plasma behind a shock. The proton density rises
to about 3 at larger x and reaches a peak value of 16 at
the shock; the large density at the shock is typical for su-
percritical fast magnetosonic shocks, which cannot reach
a steady state in one spatial dimension.

The amplitudes of Ex and By have grown well be-
yond their values in Fig. 6. The magnetic field is 1.5
times stronger while the amplitude of the electric field
has increased by an order of magnitude. Figure 11(c)
shows that positrons have doubled their peak momen-
tum along the z-direction. Their increased current leads
to a stronger magnetic field By. Ambient electrons are
dragged with the piston in the interval 4060 ≤ x ≤ 4070
in Fig. 11(d) and they also reach larger peak momenta.
than in Fig. 6. New peaks in the electric field and mag-
netic field in Fig. 11(b) mark the spatial range, in which
ambient electrons are trapped by the piston. The larger
number of ambient electrons, which are transported by
the piston along x, yield a larger current in this direction
and, hence, a larger electric field Ex. Figure 11(e) shows
that protons are confined to the left by the largest peak
of Ex in Fig. 11(b). The piston thus still serves as a tan-
gential discontinuity at t = tsim2, separating the cloud
particles from the ambient plasma.

III. DISCUSSION

We have examined the expansion of a pair cloud in
one spatial dimension. The electrons and positrons were
injected at the simulation boundary x = 0 with a mean
speed 0.6c and temperature 100 keV. They were injected
into a plasma, which was composed of ambient electrons
and protons. In contrast to a previous study with oth-
erwise similar plasma parameters17, the ambient plasma
was permeated here by a spatially uniform magnetic field
that was oriented orthogonally to the simulation box and
the expansion direction of the pair cloud. We based our
choice on the plasma conditions that were found close to
the electromagnetic piston in Ref.21.

The expanding pair cloud expelled the magnetic field
and piled it up ahead of it. Eventually a tangential dis-
continuity formed with a magnetic field amplitude high
enough to make it impossible for the ambient electrons
to cross it. Ambient electrons started to drift in the mag-
netic field of the tangential discontinuity and were trans-
ported with it. Their net current drove an electric field
that accelerated protons and positrons through which the
quasi-neutrality of the plasma was maintained.

Protons were reflected specularly by the tangential dis-
continuity and the energy was supplied by the inelastic
reflection of the cloud particles by the moving disconti-
nuity. The proton acceleration was much stronger than
that in17 where protons were accelerated when ion acous-
tic solitary waves turned into electrostatic shocks. We
observed here a speed of the reflected protons that was
10 times larger than the fast magnetosonic speed, which
is comparable to that observed when the electromag-
netic piston reflected protons in Ref.21. Their interaction
with the ambient protons resulted the formation of a su-
percritical fast magnetosonic shock on a time scale that
was comparable to the inverse proton gyro-frequency. It
formed far upstream of the tangential discontinuity and
resembled those in Refs.25,26.

Proton reflection was the limiting factor for the prop-
agation speed of the tangential discontinuity; it was set
by the balance between the thermal pressure of the pair
cloud and the sum of the magnetic pressure of the tan-
gential discontinuity and the ram pressure the protons
excerted on it. Such a balance was also observed when
a blast shell of electrons and ions collided with a magne-
tized electron-ion plasma24.

In spite of its microscopic size such a tangential discon-
tinuity is important for astrophysical outflows for three
reasons. Firstly it can separate a relativistically fast out-
flow of electrons and positrons from an ambient plasma
at rest. A flow channel devoid of ions lets the pair plasma
keep its kinetic energy and its high relativistic speed for
a longer time. Secondly, a boundary that separates the
inner cocoon from the outer cocoon with its large mass
density will slow down the lateral expansion of the jet and
keep it collimated. Thirdly, the tangential discontinuity
has a magnetic pressure that is comparable to the ther-
mal pressure of the pair cloud and its magnetic fields are
coherent in the plane that is orthogonal to the normal of
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FIG. 10. Proton phase space density distributions at selected times. Panels (a-c) show the projections fi(x, vx) at the times
tsim2/4, tsim2/2 and tsim2, respectively. Protons have performed a full rotation in the magnetic field B0 at the time tsim2.
Panels (d-f) show the projections fi(x, vz) at the same time as the panel above. All phase space densities are normalized to
the peak value far upstream and displayed on a 10-logarithmic color scale.

the tangential discontinuity. Its permanent contact with
the hot leptons of the inner cocoon will turn it into a
source of radio synchroton emissions.

Future work has to test the stability of the tangen-
tial discontinuity in more than one dimension and for
the case that the mean velocity of the pair cloud is not
aligned with the normal of the tangential discontinuity;
the simulation in Ref.21 has already demonstrated a cer-
tain robustness of this structure in this case.
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FIG. 11. Plasma state at the time tsim2: Panel (a) plots the
densities of the cloud positrons (cp, red) and electrons (ce,
black) together with those of the ambient electrons (ae, blue)
and protons (ap, green). Panel (b) plots the electric field Ex

(blue) and the magnetic field By (red). The phase space den-
sity fp(x, pz) of the positrons is shown in (c) while (d) shows
the total electron phase space density fe(x, pz). The proton
distribution fi(x, vx) is depicted in panel (e). Phase space
densities are normalized to their peak value far upstream of
the shock and displayed on a 10-logarithmic color scale.
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